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Red Wine

Primitivo

Sustainable, Vegan-Friendly

Dry

Full Bodied

750ml

13.50% alc./vol

Cantine Paradiso Sant'Andrea
Primitivo 2019
Puglia, Italy
90 points - Wine Align

$17.95 per bottle  ($215.40 per case) 

12 bottles per case

Q U A N T I T Y

Rich & Fruity
Cantine Paradiso is located is the South of Italy,

in the region of Puglia. Angelo Paradiso, the

third generation of winemakers in the family,

manages the vineyards and the winery.

This wine is made from Primitivo, a native grape

to Puglia. It has an intense purple colour in the

glass. On the nose, it delivers pronounced notes

of ripe dark fruit, hints of spices and some floral

notes. The palate is juicy with soft tannins and a

really nice acidity. It is a very easy-drinking and

enjoyable Primitivo.

This wine pairs perfectly with tomato-based

dishes: pasta bolognese, veal parmigiana,

pizza... But would also be a great pairing with

curries and spicy barbecue dishes too!
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Nicholas Pearce Wines

About the Winery
Cantine Paradiso
Cantine Paradiso is located is the South of Italy, in the region of Puglia.

During the estate's 60-year history, the Paradiso family have always given

the utmost importance to their close ties to Puglia's unique terroir,

promoting the area's winemaking culture and constantly improving the

quality of their production. The ongoing results confirm the choices made

by three generations of down-to-earth vignerons closely bound to tradition

and sensitive to innovation.

Press Reviews
Wine Align
90 points - Michael Godel

Cinematic and Mediterranean, Pugliese and really quite luminous so a bit other or different for primitivo of the

place. Some may find it lean or light for the grape but in fact it's quite linear, lovely and elegant. With a slight chill

and a simple red sauce in optimum season you could drink so much of this outdoors, overlooking water, all

summer long. Drink 2020-2023. Tasted August 2020.
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